Abstract. The influence of a monochromatic atmospheric gravity wave of fixed amplitude on the mean vertical distribution of mesospheric minor species is studied using a dynamical-photochemical gravity wave model. The fluctuations of winds, temperature, and species concentrations produced by the wave are calculated by a coupled linear gravity wave model. The effects of the wave on the mean mixing ratio of 19 key chemically active species is derived from a coupled system of continuity equations which accounts for full nonlinear photochemistry in a vertical column. This study focuses on the impact that gravity wave induced nonlinearities in the chemical reaction rates has on the chemical species distribution. The effects of gravity wave induced chemical transport and background diffusion are also calculated. Calculations indicate that the impacts of gravity waves on the vertical distribution (mean concentration) of atmospheric minor constituents are largest in the mesopause region, especially during nighttime. A comparison of the three effects indicates that for short lifetime chemical species such as 03 and OH, the tendency due to chemical reaction perturbations induced by gravity waves is much greater than that due to transport and diffusion. The altitude range over which these nonlinearities is important is narrowly confined to the chemically active region near the mesopause.
Walterscheid and
have also studied the gravity wave induced transport of active chemical species using a model which represents five species in the oxygen and hydrogen family at the nightside mesopause. The chemical interactions simulated in their model were simplified and perturbations to the photochemical rates were parameterized. They found that gravity waves can influence the mean profiles of O3 and OH near the mesopause through nonlinear transport processes. The nonlinear effects can become dominant because there is a correlation between the vertical motion of the wave and the wave-induced perturbations in trace constituents. Walterscheid and Schubert [1989] pointed out that the effective net transport is not necessary down-gradient and therefore cannot be represented by vertical eddy diffusion.
Photochemical reactions are nonlinear processes and their rates depend sensitively on the densities of chemical species and on temperature. Therefore there can be significant variations in the production and loss rates of chemical species associated with gravity wave induced fluctuations in temperature and in the mixing ratios of interacting trace constituents. Representation of the mean photochemical production or loss rate by the product of mean species concentrations may introduce substantial errors.
In this paper we extend the previous studies [Strobel, 1981; Walterscheid and Schubert, 1989 ] but focus mainly on the impact of nonlinear photochemical reactions associated with gravity waves on the chemical species distribution. This process occurs when changes in temperature or in the concentrations of a trace species have significant impact on the production or loss of another species. We use a full nonlinear photochemistry model to assess the importance of this effect in the mesopause region. Comparison of the impact of this effect, the gravity wave induced chemical transport studied by $trobel [1981] and Walterscheid and Schubert [1989] , and the diffusion induced by breaking gravity waves will be made.
Theory
Distributions of minor atmospheric constituents are determined by photochemical reactions, transport associated with resolved dynamical processes, and unresolved mixing process. The continuity equation for the species j in terms of mixing ratio can be written The third term on the right side of (3), T•, represents the changes to the average atmospheric trace gas concentrations from the net advection produced by gravity wave winds. It is the gravity wave induced chemical transport or advection term. Some characteristics of this term have been studied by Strobe! [1951] and Walterscheid and Schubert [1989] . They showed that it can make a significant contribution to the impact of gravity waves on the composition and can in some cases be larger than the effect of net mass transport by diffusion. The last term on the right side of (3), •j, is new and represents the changes in the average trace gas composition that occur when fluctuations in temperature and concentrations affect the net photochemical sources, and will be referred to as the gravity wave induced photochemical reaction term. As shown below, the magnitude of the gravity wave induced transport and photochemical reaction terms can become significant in the vicinity of the mesopause. Although the/(z term should also respond to gravity waves since/(z is enhanced when gravity waves break, in this study we specify a fixed Kz in order to concentrate on the effects of the gravity wave induced transport and photochem- From Table I we can see that for O(3P), 03, H, OH, and HO2, the gravity wave induced transport terms are smaller than other tendency terms. The influence of gravity waves on these species distributions is mainly through nonlinear photochemical reactions. During day, when the background chemistry is more active and the atomic oxygen gradient is reduced, the magnitudes of the chemical species fluctuations induced by gravity waves are relatively small for all five species (see Figure  2) .
A comment is necessary here on the large amplitude of the gravity wave induced changes. As noted in the discussion of Figure 2 , the amplitudes of some of the chemical perturbations computed by the model exceed the background mixing ratios. This is clearly not physical because it can only be realized if the mixing ratio is negative over part of the wave period. It occurs because downward advection of atomic oxygen by the gravity wave in the vicinity of strongest gradients causes its concentration to increase severalfold over some wave phases. There is not a comparable decrease during the 
Summary
Gravity waves can influence the profiles of trace gases through nonlinear effects even if the gravity waves are not breaking. For atomic oxygen, which has a rela-tively long photochemical lifetime near the mesopause, the net changes due to gravity wave induced chemical transport, gravity wave induced photochemical reaction changes, and vertical diffusion have comparable magnitudes. However, the model presented here indicates that gravity waves can also have an influence on species with short photochemical lifetimes through the gravity wave induced nonlinearities in chemical sources, which can be much larger than the gravity wave advection and diffusion effects. For ozone and reactive hydrogen compounds, the net tendency associated with gravity wave induced photochemical reaction effects is comparable to the photochemical tendency associated with the background field. Therefore gravity waves can affect the distributions of these species even though these species are in approximate photochemical equilibrium near the mesopause. Because the gravity wave induced changes to the photochemistry do not necessarily act to reduce the background gradients of the trace constituents, the gravity wave influence cannot be represented by an ef-
The influence of gravity waves on atmospheric minor constituent distributions near the mesopause is greater during nighttime than during daytime. This is primarily because the vertical gradient of the O(3p) mixing ratio is greater during nighttime than during daytime. The perturbations in mixing ratios of other trace gases that react strongly with atomic oxygen are also largest during nighttime. In addition, during daytime, the lifetimes of some species are shorter and so the relative impact of gravity waves on trace gas distributions is smaller. Figure 3 indicate that for individual species with short chemical lifetimes, the changes due to gravity wave induced photochemical perturbations are much greater than those due to diffusion. However, this result does not contradict previous studies that showed that diffusion is very important in the mesopause region. The diffusion due to breaking gravity waves can influence the distribution of the chemical families, Ox and HOx, whose photochemical lifetimes are much longer than those of the individual family members [Brasseur and Solomon, 1986] . We calculated the gravity wave induced photochemical reaction terms and diffusion terms of the oxygen family Ox and the hydrogen family HOx. For both the Ox and HOx families these contributions are comparable in magnitude to those due to the gravity wave induced photochemical reaction term. Therefore both diffusion and gravity wave induced photochemical perturbations can influence the distributions of these chemical families in the mesopause region; the latter also affects the partition among the family members.
Table I and
The results presented here indicate that for a gravity wave with 10-K amplitude, the atomic oxygen tendency due to mean vertical diffusion is comparable in magnitude to that due to nonlinear effects associated with gravity waves. However, several studies suggest that the vertical eddy diffusion coefficient Kz is about an order of magnitude smaller than the value adopted here (10 • cm • S --1) [Brasseur and Offermann, 1986 Finally, it should be stressed that the dynamicalphotochemical gravity wave model in this paper is a linear model, which has some intrinsic limitations. First, the linear model does not permit the background concentration to vary. Second, the linear perturbation equation does not account for conservation of mass of the constituents, so that negative mixing ratios are mathematically allowed and in the present study, are computed by the model. The primary effect of this unphysical situation for the conclusions is that it leads to an overprediction of the net impact of the gravity waves on the mean distribution. This overprediction is small over much of the mesosphere (• 25%) and never more than a factor of two. Even when accounting for this effect, one can conclude that gravity waves have a significant impact on the distributions of chemical species in the mesopause region through nonlinear processes.
